REGULATION

Categories
The Milano Montagna Video Awards contest collects videos not supported by major sponsors, dedicated to mountain culture, made by emerging filmmakers.
This edition creative areas will be:
1. Mountain, adventure and sport. Tell us a story about sport, adventure and whatever is linked to mountain
and outdoors! This section collects videos which have as their main subject the sports that are linked to the world
of mountains and outdoors (ski, alpinism, trekking, snowboarding, slackline, longboard, climbing and so on)
2. Mountain, nature and culture.Tell us about the rediscovery of the landscape, of nature and of the culture of
mountain areas. This section collects videos that show the natural mountain environment and the footprint left
by man on the landscape, together with the culture and traditional heritage of people and communities that
are linked to mountain life
3. Open your eyes - Focus on climate change. Open your eyes about climate change! Show us the consequences on the environment, on the landscape and on the life of the inhabitants of mountains. This new section
collects videos that, through the complaint of both negative actions and indifference, convey the importance of
reconnecting to environment and acting in defence of it.

Eligibility criterias
Participation is free. The age limit of 18 years is provisional. It is possible to apply individually or in group with one or
more videos, to one or more sections, by filling out an entry form for each candidate video. Videos can be realized
either specifically for the contest or previously, provided that they weren’t produced after 1th January 2017.
Videos must have a maximum duration of 15 minutes.
The soundtrack must be not subjected to SIAE rights and anyways not protected by author rights.

How to apply
The works, in MPEG4 - H264.MP4 - MP4 - AVI (or similar) format and weighing less than 10 GB, must be sent
to videoawards@milanomontagna.it via wetransfer (or similar) not later than 25th August 2019. Please quote
in the subject line of your email the title of your work and the name of the author as follows: SURNAME.NAME.
TITLE
Required attachments:
• ANNEX A. A digital photo of the author (not a passport photo, it should be at least 300 ppi) and personal
data (name, surname, telephone number, email address). In the case of works submitted by groups, the email must
include an entry form for each participant;
• ANNEX B. A short biography and a description of the work (max 2000 characters in total, spaces included);
• ANNEX C. Video files;
• ANNEX D. Application form completed in its entirety and signed.
N.B. Each attachment must be named as follows: ex. ANNEX_B.NAME.SURNAME
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Intellectual property
The authors are solely responsible for what is presented in the video for all legal purposes, and exempt the organization from any burden, ensuring that the videos themselves are not encumbered by any rights. The organizers will not
be responsible for any demands for compensation made by the subjects that appear in the submitted videos. Participants will consent to the Use and processing of personal data in compliance with the Italian Legislative Decree
no. 196/2003 and with Regulation (EU) 2016/679, applicable from 25 May 2018, on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing
Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
The participation in the competition implies the acceptance of these rules, including the rules on privacy. Milano
Mountain Festival will be allowed to screen the videos during public events and to post them on the website www.
milanomontagna.it and on the YouTube channel.

Award ceremony
After a first selection made by Milano Montagna staff, a jury headed by Guido Perrini will choose a winner for each category and an overall winner. The Jury, whose final judgement is unquestionable, will consider both tecnical and content
aspetcs, such as originality and relevance to the proposed theme.
TIMING
The names of the selected candidates will be published on our website www.milanomontagna.it and notified through email before the 10th September 2019.
All the selected short films will be screened during one of the days of the Milano Montagna Festival and each winner of the three categories and the overall winner of the Video Awards 2019 will be awarded the same day.

For more informations:
+39 347 983 6241
videoawards@milanomontagna.it
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